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The unity of labor, economic
and political,
upon
the basis of the class struggle.
is at this time the
supreme
need of the working
class.
The prevailing lack of unit!; implies
lnc!c of class consciousness ; that is to say, enlightened
self-interest;
and
this can, must
and will be overcome
by revolutionary
education
and organization.
Experience,
lone-. painful
and dearly
bought,
has taught
some
of us tllnt craft di\+sion
is fatal to c!ass unity.
To
nccompli~h
its mission
the working
class must be
united.
Tl;cy mtlst act together’;
they must assert
their
combined
power,
and when
they
do this
upon
the l)asis of the class struggle,
then and
then only will
they break
the fetters
of wageslaver!..
11 e are engaged
today
in a class war;
and
why?
For the simple
reason
that in the evolution of the capitalist
system
in which
we live,
society
has been
divided
into
two
economic
clarsrs--a
small class of capitalists
who own the
tools with which work
is done and wealth
is produced.
and a great
mass of workers
who
are
compelled
to u.;e those tools.
Get\\-ccn
t::ese two
classes there is an irrepressib!e
economic
conflict.
c
3
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Unfortunately
for himself,
the workingman
does
not yet understand
the nature
of this struggle,
and
for this reason
has hitherto
failed
to accomplish
any effective
unity of his class.
It is true that xorkers
in the various
departments
of industrial
activity
have organized
trade
unions.
It is also true that in this capacity
they
have from
time to time asserted
such power
as
this
form
of organization
has conferred
upon
them.
It is equally
true,
however,
that mere
craft
unionism,
no matter’
how well
it may be
organized,
is in the present
highly
developed
capitalist
system
utterly
unable
to successfully
cope
with the capitalist
class.
The old craft union has
done its work
and belongs
to the past.
Labor
unionism,
like
everything
else, must
recognize
and bow to the inexorable
law of evolution.
The craft
union says that the worker
shall rcceive
a fair
day’s
pay for a fair
day’s
work.
1Vhat is a fair da$‘s pay for a fair day’s work?
Ask the capitalist
and he will give you his idea
about it. Ask the worker
and, if he is intelligent.
he will tell you that a fair day’s pay fur n fair
day’s work
is all the workingman
produces.
While
the craft unionist
still talks about n fair
day’s pay for a fair day’s work,
implying
that the
economic
interests
of the capitalist
and the worker can bc harmonized
upon a basis of equal jus-ice to both, the Industrial
\Vorker
say.c. “I w,:nt
111 I produce
by my labor.”
Tf the worker
is not entitled
to all he produces,
then what share is anybody
else entitled
to?

Dots the worker
today
receive
all he produces?
Does he receive
anything
like a fair ( ?) share of
the product
of his labor?
\Vill any trade-unionist
of the old school
make
any such claim,
and if
he is hold enough
to make it, can he verify
it?
The student
of this question
knows
that, as a
matter
of fact, in the capitalist
system today
the
worker
who
produces
all wealth
receives
but
enough
of his product
to keep him in working
and producing
order.
His w:~e. i-2 tLe azzreglate.
is fixed by his living
necessities.
It suffices, upon
the average,
to maintain
him according
to the
prevailing
standard
of living
and to enable
him
to reproduce
himself
in the form of labor power.
Hc receives,
as a matter
of fact, but about
17
per cent. of what his labor produces.
The worker
produces
a certain
thing.
It goes
from
the manufacturer
to the jobber,
from
the
jobher
to the wholesaler,
and from
the wholesaler
to the retailgr-each
of these
adding
a
profit.
and when it completes
the circle and comes
back
to the worker
who
produced
it and he
stands face to face with the product
of his own
labor, he can buy back, upon the average,
with his
paltry
wage but about 17 per cent of it. In other
words, he is exploited,
robbed
of about 83 per cent.
of what his labor produces.
And why?
For the
simple
reason that in modern industry, the tool,

in the form of a great machine with which he
works, is the private property of the capitalist,
who didn’t make it, and could not, if his life
depended upon it, use it.

n
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By virtue
of his private
ownership
oi the socia?
tool-made
and used by the co-operative
labor ot
the working
class-the
employer
has the economic
power
to appropriate
to himself,
as a capitalist,
what is produced
by the social labor of the working class.
This
accounts
for the fact that the
capitalist
becomes
fabulously
rich, lives in a palace where
there is music
and singing
and dancing, and the luxury
of all climes,
while the workingmen
who do the work
and produce
the wealth
and endure
the privations
and make the sacrifices
of health
and limb and life, remain
in a wretched
state of poverty
and dependence.
The exploiting
capitalist
is the economic
master
and the political
ruler in capitalist
society,
and as
such holds his exploited
wage slaves in utter contempt.
No master
ever had any respect
for his slave,
and no slave ever had any love for his master.
I must beg you to indulge
the hoarseness
of
my voice, which
has been somewhat
strained
addressing
meetings
of the Industrial
Workers
held
in and about Chicago
during
the last two or three
evenitigs;
but, fortunately,
my eyesight
has not
been strained
reading
the accounts
of these meetings in the capitalist
papers of Chicago.
Alert,
vigilant,
argus-eyed
as the capitalist
dailies
of Chicago
are, there
is not one of them
that
knows
of this
meeting
of the Industrial
Workers.
But if this were
a meeting
of the
American
Federation
of Labor
and an old trade
union
leader
were here, you would
read tomor-
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row
morning
a full account
of it and him in
every
capitalist
paper
in the city.
There
is a
reason
for this that explains
itself.
The capitalist
newspapers
know
that there
is
such an organization
as the Industrial
workers,
because
they have lied about it.
Just now they
are ignoring
it.
Let me serve
notice
on them
through
you and the thousands
of others
who
flock to our meetings
everywhere,
that they will
yet reckon
with the Industrial
Workers.
There
are those wage workers
who feel their
economic
dependence,
who know
that the capitalist
for whom
they work
is the owner
of their
job, and therefore
the master
of their
fate, who
are still vainly
seeking
by individual
effort
and
through
their
waning
craft
unions
to harmonize
the conflicting
interests
of the exploiting
capitalist
and the exploited
wage slave.
They are engaged
in a vain and hopeless
task.
They
are wasting
time and energy
worthy
of a better
cause. These
interests
never
can and never will be harmonized
permanently,
and when
they
are adjusted
even
temporarily
it is always
at the expense
of the
working
class.
,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
It is no part of the mission
of this revolutionary working
class union
to conciliate
the capitalist class.
We are organized
to fight that class,
and we want
that class to distinctly
understand
it.
.4nd they do understand
it, and in time the
working
class will also understand
it; and then
t!le capitalist
class will have reason to understand

.*
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it better
still.
Their newspapers
understand
it so
well even now that they have not a single favorable comment
to make upon it.
When
the convention
of delegates
was in session here in June last for the purpose
of organiz.
ing the Industrial
Workers,
every
report
that appeared
in a Chicago
paper-capitalist
paper
I
mean;
every
single report
was a tissue of perversion, misstatement
and downright
falsehood.
They
knew
that we had met ;or a purpose,
and that
that purpose
was to fight the class of which
they
are the official
mouthpieces.
Now, it seems to me
that this unifo-.r
hostility
of the capitalist
press
ought
to be si&%nt
to even
the unthinking
working-man.
Capit, list
papers
are
all quite
friendly
to the craft
utlions.
They do not misrepresent
them ; do not lie about
them ! do not
traduce
fheir
representatives.
They
are exceedingly
fond of them,
because
they know
enough
about
their own interests
to know
that the craft
unions
are not only not a menace
to them,
but
are in fact bulwarks
of defense
to them.
And
why?
Because,
chiefly,
craft
unions
divide
and
do not unite the working
class.
And I challenge
contradiction.
There
was a time when
the craft
union
expressed
in terms
of unionism
the prevailing
mode
of industry.
That
was long ago when
production was still mainly
carried
on by handicraftmen
with hand tools;
when
one man worked
for ail
other
to learn his trade that he might become
itq
master.
‘I he various
trades
involved
skill and

cunning,
considerable
time was required
to master them.
This was in the early
stages of the
capitalist
system.
Even at this early
day the antagonism
between
employer
and employed
found
expression,
although
the cmploycr
was not at
that time the capitalist
as he is today.
The men
who followed
these trades
found
it necessary
in
order
to protect
themselves
in their trade
intcrests to band together,
form
a union,
so that they
might
act together
in resisting
the encroachments
of the “boss.”
So the trade
union
came into
existence.
The
mode
of production
sinrp chat time has
been practically
revolutionized.
The hand
tool
has all but disappeared.
The mammoth
machine
has taken its place.
The hand tool was made and
used by the individual
worker
and was largely
within
his own control.
Today
the machine
that
has supplanted
the old tool is not owned
nor
controlled
by the man, or rather
the men, who
use it.
As I have already
said, it is the private
property
of some capitalist
who may live at a re.
mote
point
and never
have
seen the machine
or the wage slaves who operate
it.
In other
words,
the production
of wealth,
in
the evolution
of industry,
from
being
an indi.,
vidual
act a half a century
ago hns now become
a social act.
The tool, from being an individual
tool, has become
a social instrument.
So that the
tool has been socialized
and production
has also
been socialized
Rut evolution
is yet to complete

i
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its work.
This
social
tool,
made
socially
and
used socially,
must be socially
owned.
In the evolution
of industry
the trade has been
largely
undermined.
The
old trade
union
expresses the old form of industry,
the old mode of
individual
production
based upon .the use of the
individual
tool.
That tool has about disappeared:
that mode
of production
has also about
disappeared,
but the trade union built upon that mode
of production,
springing
from
the use of the
hand tool, remains
essentially
the same.
The pure and simple trade union,
in seeking
to
preserve
its autonomy,
is forced
into
conflict
with
other
trade
unions
by the unceasing
operHow
ation
of the laws of industrial
evolution.
many of the skilled
trades
that were in operation
half a century
ago are still practiced?
At the town
where
I live there
used to be
quite
a number
of cooper
shops.
Barrels
were
made by hand and a cooper shop consisted
wholly
The coopers’
union
was organized
of coopers.
and served
fairly
well the purposes
of the coopers of that day, but it does not serve
the purposes of the workers
who make
barrels
today,
They
do not make barrels
in the way they used
to be made.
Today
we want
a union
that expresses
the economic
interests
of all the workers
in the cooperage
plant
engaged
in making
and
handling
barrels.
But a few coopers
still remain,
a very
few.
It is no longer
necessary
to he a
cooper
to make
a barrel.
The
machine
is the
cooper
today.
The
machine
makes
the barrel,

and ahnost
anyone
can operate
the machine
that
makes
the barrel.
Tou
will
observe
that labor
has been subdie
rided and specialized
and that the trade has been
dissipated;
and now a body
of men and boys
works
together
co-operatively
in the making
of a
barrel,
each making
a small
part
of a barrel.
Sow
we want
a union
which
embraces
all the
workers
engaged
in making
barrels.
We lose
sight of the cooper
trade
as evolution
has practically
disposed
of that.
We say that since the
trade
has completely
changed,
the union
which
expressed
that trade
must
also change
accordingly.
Jn the new union
w-e shall include
not
only the men who are actually
engaged
in the
making
of barrels
directly,
but also those who are
helping
indirectly
in placing
them upon the mar,
ket.
There
are the typewriters,
the bookkeepers,
the teamsters,
and all other
classes of labor that
are involved
in the making
and delivering
of the
barrels.
tYe insist
that all the workers
in the
whole of any given plant shall belong
to one and
the same union.
This is the very
thing
the workers
need and
the capitalist
who
owns
the establishment
does
not want.
He believes
in labor unionism
if it is
the right
kind.
And if it is the right
kind
for
him it is the wrong
kind
for you.
He is more
than willing
that his employes
shall join the craft
union.
He has not the slightest
objection.
On
ihe contrary,
it is easily
proven
that capitalists

I2
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are the most active upholders of the old craft
unions.
The capitalists are$erfectly
willing that you
shall organize, as long as you don’t do a thing
to them; as long as you don’t do a thing for
yourselves. You cannot do a thing for yourselves
without antagonizing
them; and you don’t antagonize them through your craft unions nearly
as much as you buttress their interests and prolong their masterr.
The average workingman
imagines that he
must have a leader to look to; a guide to follow,
right or wrong.
He has been taught in the craft
union that hc is a very dependent creature; that
without a leader the goblins would get him without a doubt, and he therefore instinctively looks
to his leader. And even while be is looking at
his leader there is some one else looking at the
same leader from the other side.
You have depended too much on that leader
and not enough on yourself. I don’t want you
to follow me. I want you to cultivate selfreliance.
If I have the slightest capacity for leadership
I can only give evidence of it by leading you to
rely upon yourselves.
As long as you can be led by an individual, you
will be betrayed by an individual.
That does not
mean that all leaders are dishonest or corrupt.
I make no such sweeping indictment.
I know
that many of them are honest. I know also that

many
of them arc in darkness
themselves,
blind
ieaders
of the blind.
That is the worst
that can
be said of them.
;\nd
let inc say to you that
the most
dangerous
leader
is not the corrupt
That
ieader,
but the honest,
ignorant
leader.
leader
is just as fatal to your interests
as the one
who deliberately
sells you
out for a consideration.
You are a workingman
! Sow. at your earliest
leisure
look yourself
over and take an inventory
Invoice
your
mental
stock ;
of y-our
resources.
see what you have on hand.
You may be of limited
mentality;
and that is
YOU
all you require
in the capitalist
system.
need only small brains,
but huge hands.
Most
of your hands are calloused
and you are
taught
by the capitalist
politician,
who is the political
mercenary
of the capitalist
who
fleeces
you,
you are taught
by him to be proud
of your
horny
hands.
If that is true
he ought
to bf
ashamed
of his.
He doesn’t
llave any horns
oihis hands.
He has them on his brain.
He is a
bnsy
with his brain as you
;~re
with your hands
and because
he is busy Sth
his brain
and SOL.
neglect yours,
he gets a goodly
share of what you
produce
with your
hands.
TTe is the gentleman
who calls you the horny-handed
sons of toil. That
fetches
you every
time.
I tell you that the time
has come for you to use your brains in your own
interest,
and until
you
do that y-ou will have to
use your
hands in the interest
of your masters.
Now,
after
you
have
looked
yourself
over;
after
you have satisfied
yourself
what
you are,
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or rather.
what you are not, you will arrive
at
the conclusion
that as a wage worker
in capitalist
societ?- you
are not a man at all.
You are simpl>
a thing.
;\nd
that thing
is bought
in the labor
marli~~t.
just as hair,
hides
and other
forms
oj’
mcrchal:disc
are bought.
\\%en
the capitalist
requires
the use
of your
hands.
doe.; he call for men?
1Vhy,
ccrtninl!
not.
I!e doesn’t
w-ant men. he only wants hands.
-And when
he calls for hands,
that is xvhat he
wants.
Have
you
ever
seen a placard
posted:
“Fiftv
hands wanted”?
Did you ever know
of n
capitalist
to respond
to that kind
of an invitation ?
President
Roosel-clt
would
have
you believe
that there
arc no classes in the United
States.
He n-as made president
by the votes of the working class.
Did you
ever know
of his stopping
over night
in the home of a workingman?
Is it
11~ mere
chance that he is always
sheltered
be.
neath the hospitable
roof of some plutocrat?
Sot
long
ago
hc made
a visit
here and he gave a
committee
representing
the workcrs
ahout
fifteen
minutes
of his precious
time,
just time
enough
to rchuke
them with the intimation
that organized
fahor consisted
of a set of law-breakers,
and then
he gave ?iftcen
hours
to the plutocrats
of Chcage, heing wined
al:<! dined
by them to prove
that there
are no classes in the United
States,
and that you> horny-handed
veteran,
with
your
wage of $1.30 a day, with six children
to support
on that.
are in the same class with
John
D

Rockefeller!
Your misfortune
is that you do not
know
you are in the same class.
But on election
day it dawns
upon you and you prove
it by Toting the same ticket.
you
have
looked
yourself
over
thorSince
oughly,
you realize
by this time that, as a workingman.
you have been supporting,
through
your
craft
unions
and through
your
ballots,
a social
system
that is the negation
of your manhood.
The
capitalist
for
whom
you
work
doesn’t
have to go out a%d look for you;
you
have to
look for him, and you belong to him just as completely
a? if he had a title to your
body;
as if
you were
his chattel
slave.
He doesn’t own you under the law, but he does
under
the fact.
Why?
Because
he owns the tool with which
!-ou work,
and you hare
got to have access to
that tool if you work:
and if you
want
to live
you have got to work.
If you
don’t work
you
don’t
cat:
and so, scourged
by hunger
pangs,
you look about
for that tool and you locate
it,
and ,:ou soon discover
that between
yourself,
a
~vorkn~gman.
and that tool that is an essential
part
of yourself
in industry,
there
stands
the
capitalist
who owns it. He is your boss; he owns
your
job. takes your
product
and controls
your
destiny.
Before
you can touch that tool to earn
a dime you must petition
the owner
of it to allow
you
to use it, in consideration
of your
giving
to him all you produce
with it, cscept just enough
to keep you
alive and in lvorking
order.

Observe
hat you are displaced
by the surplus
\‘rodtlct
of ~-our own labor:
that xhat
you produce is of more value under
capitalism
than you
who product
it : that the conmodity
which
is
the result of your labor is of greater
value under
capitalism
than your
own lift.
1-m
consist
of palpitating
flesh : you
have
X7m cannot
sntisf?
wants.
You have ncccssities.
them,
rind J ou suffer.
fitit the product
of your
Inlmr, the propert)of the capitalist.
that ii sacred :
that must be protcctcd
at all Imzartls.
.\fter
you
have heen displaced
hy the siirplus
prmluct
of
\-our labor
and you have hcen idle long enough,
J-ou bccotne
restive
and 1-0~ begin to spcnk out,
and hecome
a mcnacc.
The unrest
culminates
in
trouble.
The capitalist
presses a button
:1:1tl the
police
are called
into action.
Then the capitalist
prcsscs
button
So. 2 and injunctions
zre issued
by the jutlg-cs,
the judicial
allies and servants
of
TI ieii button
the capitalist
class.
So. ,i is pressed
and the state troops
fall into line:
and if this is
not sufficient
button
So. 1 is pressed and the regular troops
conic marching
to the scene.
That is
what
President
Rooserclt
meant
when
he said
that back of the ma!-or
is the governor,
back of
the governor
the President;
or, to use his own
words,
hack of the city the state, antI hack of the
state the nation-the
capitalist
nation.
If you have been workin::
in a <reel mill and
you have made more steel ‘than your
master
cat,
sell, aud you are lockctl
out :lnd ;yt hungry,
and
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the soldiers
arc called
out, it is to protect
tile
stiel and shoot you who made the stctil-to
guard
the men who steal the steel and kill the men ‘who
made it.
I am not asking
you tfl withdraw
from
the
craft unions
simply
hccause
the Tndustrinl
Workers has been formed.
I am asking
you
to think
ahout
these matters
for yourselves.
I hclonged
to a craft
union
from
the time I
was nineteen
gears of age.
J can remember
the
very
evening
I first joined
the Brotherhood
of
Locomotive
Firemen.
I can recall with what zeal
I went to work
to organize
my craft,
and it was
the pride
of my lift
to see that union
expand.
I did what I could to build it up.
In time I was
made to realize
that that union
was not sufficient
unto itself.
I next did what I could to organize
other
branches
of the service
and then establish
a federation
of the various
unions
of railroad
cmployes,
and finally
succeeded;
hut soon after
the ictlcration
was formed,
on account
of craft
jealousies,
it was disrupted.
I then, along with
a number
of others
xho
had had the same experience
and had profited
by it, undertook
to
organize
the railway
men within
one organization,
known
as the American
Railway
Union.
The
railroad
corporations
were
the deadly
enemies
of that organization.
They understood
that its purpose was to unify all the railroad
employes.
They
knew
that the unity
of the wo:-kin?
class meant
their
end, and so they set their
faces like l’int

against
the -4niericati
Railway
Cnion.
.&id while
they
were
using
all their
powers
to crush
and
stamp out the American
Railway
Cnion, they were
bestowing
all their favors
upon the several
craft
brotherhoods,
the engineers
and the firemen,
the
conductors
and the brakemen.
They
knew
that
so long as these craft unions
existed
there could
be no unification
of the men employed
in the
railway
service.
Are the railroad
men of this country
organized
today?
So ! Not nearly
one-half
of them
are
organized
at all.
And when the railroad
corpo.
rations
from motives
of good policy
make a concession
to the engineers
or the conductors,
it is
gouged
out of the poor devils
who work
for a
dollar
a day 2nd are compelled
to submit.
There
are a grrat
many engineers
who are per’
fectly
n-iiling
to be tied up i!l a contract.
The!
think
the>- can save themselves
at the expense
of their
fellow-workers.
But they are going
to
reap. 5ooner
or later, just what they have sown.
In the next few years
they will become
motorInen.

\IKle
we are upon this question,
let us consult
industrial
history
a moment.
IVe will begin with
the craft union
strike
of 1838.
The Brotherhood
of Engineers
and the Brotherhood
of Firemen
on the C., B. S- Q. system
went
out on strike.
Some 2,ooo engineers
and firemen
vacated
theil
posts :i:ld went out cn one of the most bitterly
eontc.-tell
railroad
strikes
in the history
of the
coun’ r:.-. \\-hen
the>- ivent out, the rest of the

<I:q’l~~) i‘.-, especially
the conductors,
who were organized
in craft unions
of their own, remained
at
their posts. and the union
conductors
piloted
the
scalp crlpineers
over
the line.
I kno\v
whereof
I spcal<.
I ,vns there.
I took active
part in that
strike.
I saw craft
un;on
pitted
against
craft
union,
and I saw the Brotherhood
of Engineers
and
the I:rathcrhood
of Firemen
completely
wiped
from
the C., E. Sr Q, s:ztem.
.Ind no\\- you find
xl-cnteen
years
later.
scattcretl
all
these
men.
over
the I-Tnited
States.
They
had to pay the
penalty
of their
ignorance
in organizing
a craft
inqtcatl
of organizing
the whole.
In ~$92 a strike occurred
on the Lehigh
Valley;
.\!ioiher
cn the Toledo.
.4nn
the same result.
Arbor
Sr Sorth
XIichigan.
Same
rcsalt.
The
enginecrs
hare had x0 strike
from
that time to
Every
time they
have 11:td a strike
they
this.
ha\-c been defeated.
The railroad
corporations
are shrewd
enough
ro recognize
the fact that if they can keep certain departments
in their
emplci~- in a time
of
cmcrg-ency
they
can defeat
all of the rest.
-4
manager
of a railroad
who can keep control
of 1;
per cent. of the old men can allo\v
Sj per cent.
to go out on stri!.:e and dcfcnr
them every
time.
That i: v-h?- rhey hare made some concessions
to
the engineers
and conductors
and brakemen.
and
now and then to the s\vitchmen.
most militant :ahor unicn
of them all.
.Z year and a half ago the telegraph
operators
tilt2

on the Missouri,
Kansas
S: Tears
Lvent out on
strike.
The
engineer
remained
at his post :
50 did the fireman;
the conductor
at his ; and the
brakeman
at his.
rind they hauled the scabs that
nocked
in from
all parts
of the country
to the
several
points
along the line, and delivered
them
in good order
to take the places \-acatctl
by the
strikers;
worked
all round
them and with them
until
they had mastered
the details
of their several duties;
and having
done this, the strike
was
at an end, and the 1.300 craft
unionists
out of
jobs.
You will find them scattered
all over the
country.
Now were not these other craft unions
scabbing
on the telegraphers
just as fagrantly
as if they
had stepped
into their
positions
and discharged
their duties?
They were acting \vith the corporntion against
their union fellow
workingmen.
helping the corporation
to defeat
and crush
them.
Without
their aid the corporation
could not have
succeeded.
\Vith
their
aid it was ~cry
easily
done.
Is it possible
that a craft unionist
can we such
an object
lesson as this so plainly
presented
to
him and still refuse
to profit
by it?
Still close
his eyes and, as it were,
shut up his reason,
19d absolutely
decline
to see that this is suicidal
policy,
and that its fruit
must always
be disruption and disaster?
This
world
only
respects
as it is compelled
to respect;
and if you workingmen
would
be respected you must begin by respecting
yourselves.
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You hare had enough of this sort of experience.
You have had more than enough of it here in
Chicago.
\Vh!; didn’t the steel trust annihilate the Amalgamated Steelworkers?
Only two years ago they
defeated them completely.
The trust had its
iron heel upon
the neck of the Steelworkers’
Union, and could have, had it chosen, completel!
crushed the life out of it. But Morgan was too
nil\r. Schwab was too U.&T ‘%-y ,-&l to oo- .=L.dor”
, *-the=
*se trvfc “?e%
aav
longer. They have disc-red
mat‘ a unwon can
he turned the other way; that it can be made use.
ful to them instead of being useful to the working class. hlorgan now says he is in favor of
trade unions, and Schwab agrees. They didn’t
crush out the Steelworkers’
Union because they
knew that another and a better one would spring
from the ashes. They were perfectly willing
the old craft union should grow up again and
block the way to real union.
*
a*
Y
*
*
*
*
You have had a machinists’ strike here in Chicago. You are well aware of this without my
telling you. There is something pathetic to me
about every strike.
I have said, and say again, that no strike was
ever lost; that it has always been worth all it
cost. An essential part of a workingman’s
edu.
cation is the defeats he encounters. The strikes
he loses are the only ones he really wins.
1 am heartily glad for myself that I lost the
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strike. It is the best thing that ever e .:pened
to me. I lost the strike of the past lb: I may
win the strike of the future.
I am a discredited labor leader, u?lt I have
good staying qualities.
The very moment the
capitalist press credits me witi belnd a wise labor
leader, I will invite you to Ir.vestigate me upon
the charge of treason. I am discredited by the
capitalist simp!y because i ;n: true to his victim.
I don’t want his favors. f do not cowit his approbation.
I would not have it. I an’t afford it.
If I had his respect 1: would bc LZ the price
of my own.
i don’t care a@img about wl.a< iti called public
respect. I know precisely whal t&t means. It is
but the reflex r,f the interts%b of the capitalist
class. As between the resp,oct of the public and
my own, I prefer my own: and I am going to
keep it until I can have both.
When I pick up a capitalist newspaper and
read a eulogy of some labor leader, I know
that that leader has at least two afflictions; the
one is mental weakness and the other is moral
Put it down
cowardice-and
they go together.
that when the capitalist who is exploiting you
credits your leader with being safe and conservative and wise, that leader is not serving gou.
And if you take exception to that statement, just
ask me to prove it.
:t
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The rank and file of all unions, barring their
ignorance, are all right. The working class as
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CI whole is all right. Most of them are misguided,
and
stand in their own light.
It is sometimes necessary that we offend you
and even shock you, that you may understand
that we are your friends and not your enemies.
And if we are against your unions it is because
we are for you. We know that you have paid
your dues into them for years and that you are
animated by a spirit of misdirected loyalty to
lhose unions.
I can remember that it was not a very easy
matter for me to give up the union in which I
had spent my boyhood and all the years of my
young manhood.
I remember that I felt there
was something in it in the nature of a sacrifice,
and yet I had to make it in the interest of the
larger duty that I owed to myself and my class.
Let me say to you, if you are a craft unionist,
that infinitely greater than your loyalty to your
craft is your loyalty to the working class as a
whole. No craft union can fight this great battle
successfully alone. The craft is a part, a part
only, of the great body of the working
class.
And the time has come for this class, numerically
overwhelmingly
in the majority, to follow in one
respect at least the example of its capitalist masters and unite as a whole.
In this barbarous :ompetitive struggle in which
we are engaged, th(: workers, the millions, are
fighting each other to sell themselves into slavery; the middle class are fighting each other to.
get enougx trade to keep soul and body to-

gcthrr,
and the professional
class are iighting
each other
like savages
for practice.
And
this
is called
civilization
! \Vhat
a mockery!
\\%at
a sham ! There
is no civilization.
Today
there
is nothing
so easily
produced
as
wealth.
The whole
earth
consists
of raw materials:
and in every
breath
of nature,
in sunshine
and in shower,
hidden
everywhere,
are the subtle
forces
that may,
by the touch
of the hand
of
labor,
be set into operation
to transmute
these
raw materials
into wealth,
the finished
products,
in all their
multiplied
forms
and in opulent
abundance
for all.
The merest
child
can press
a button
that will
set in operation
a forest
of
machinery
and produce
wealth
enough
for
a
community.
Whatever
may be said of the ignorant,
barbarous
past, there is no excuse for poverty
today.
And yet it is the scourge
of the race.
It is the
Nemesis
of capitaiist
civilization.
Ten millions,
one-eighth
of our whole population,
are in a state
of chronic
poverty.
Three
millions
of these have
been sunk to unresisting
pauperism.
The whole
working
class is in a sadly dependent
state, and
even the most favored
wage-worker
is left suspended
by a single
thread.
He does not know
what
hour
a machine
may be invented
to make
his tr# fie useless,
displace
him and throw
him
into th% increasing
army
of the unemployed.
.4nd how does labor live today?
Here in Chicago you may, walk
along
a certain
boulevard,
say Eighteenth
street,
and you will find it lined
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with
magnificent
palaces.
Beyond
that you will
find a larger
district,
where
the still complacent
middle
class abide.
Beyond
*that is a very much
larger
territory
where
the working
class exist;
and still beyond
that, to complete
the circle,
you
xc the red lights
flickering
in the distance.
Prostitution
is a part. a necessary
part, of capitalist
society.
The department
store
empties
in
the slums.
I have been hzre enough
to know
that when
the daughter
of a workingman
is obliged
to go
up the street
to look for cmploymcnt,
when
she
is 11 or I j years
of age, and ought
to be in the
care and keeping
of :I loving
mother,
and have
all of the advantages
that our civilization
makes
possihlc
for all--when
she is forced
to go to a
department
store,
to one of those capitalist
empdt-iums.
and there
find a place, if she can: dnd
work
for a wage of $3.00 a week,
and have to
obey ;t code of cast-iron
regulations,
appear
tidily
2nd neatly
dressed
and be subject
to a thousand
temptations
daily,
and then takes
a mistep,
the
first,
as she is more
than apt to do, especially
if she has no home
in any decent
sense of that
term-the
very
instant
this is added to her porerty,
she is doomed-damned.
All the doors
of
capitalist
society are closed in her face.
The coals
of contumely
are poured
upon her head.
There
is for her no redemption,
and she takes the next
step, and the nest, until
at last she ends a disgraceful
career
in a brothel
hell.
This
may be your
child.
And
if you are a
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workingman,
and this should
fall to the lot of the
innocent
blue-eyed
daughter
that you lore
more
than you do your own life-1
want you to realize
that if such a horror
be written
in the book of
fate, that you are responsible
for it, if you use
or misuse
your power
to perpetuate
the capitalist
system
and working
class slavery.
You
can change
this condition-not
tomorrow,
not next week, nor next year;
but in the meantime the next thing to changing
it is making
up
your mind that it shall be changed.
That is what
we Industrial
Unionists have done. Xnd so there
has come to us a new state of mind, and in our
hearts there is the joy of service
and the serenity
of triumph.
We are united
and we cannot
be disunited.
We cannot
be stampeded.
We know
that we are
confronted
by ten thousand
difficulties.
We know
that all the powers
of capitalism
are to be arrayed
against
us.
But were
these obstacles
multiplied
by a million,
it would
simply
have the effect of
multiplying
our determination
by a millioy,. to
overcome
them
all.
And
so we are orgamzmg
and appealing
to you.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The
workingman
today
does not understand
his industrial
relation
to his fellow-workers.
He
has never
been
correlated
with
others
in the
same industry.
He has mechanically
done his
part.
He has simply
been a cog, with little reference to, or knowledge
of, the rest of the cogs.
Now,
we teach him to hold up his head and look
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over
the whole
mechanism,
If he is employed
in a certain
plant, as an Industrial
Unionist,
his
eyes are open.
He takes a survey
of the entire
productive
mechanism,
and he understands
his
part in it, and his relation
to every
other
worker
in that industry.
The very
instant
he does that
he is buoyed
by a fresh hope and thrilled
with a
new aspiration.
He becomes
a larger
man.
He
begins to feel like a collective
son of toil.
Then he and his fellows
study LO 01 Lhemselves
to take
control
of this prodt-rtjxz
m+anicm
when it shall be transferred
fro?
thp id!e capitalist
to the workers
to whom
it rightfully
belongs.
In every mill and every factory,
every
mine anh
every
quarry,
every
railroad
and every
shop,
everywhere
the workers,
enlightened,
understanding their
self-interest,
are correlating
themselves
in the industrial
and economic
mechanism.
They
are
developing
‘their
industrial
consciousness,
their economic
and political
power;
and when the
revolution
comes,
they will be prepared
to take
possession
and assume control
of every
industry.
With the education
they will have received
in the
Industrial
Workers,
they will be drilled
and disciplined,
trained
and fitted
for Industrial
Mastery
and Social
Freedom.

DEBS
His Life, Writin& and Speeches.
Socialists are not hero-worshipers.
We
do not put our faith in leaders. Methods
of class warfare do not come from the
brains of the isolated scholar, but from
the brains and experience of fighters.
That is why we publish the life, writings and speeches of Eugene V. Debs.
He has never set himself up as a leader
of the labor movement.
But by choice
of it, joy in it, loveof it, he has remained
a part of the movement itself.
Separate him from the revolutionary
working class movement and you lose Eugene
V. Debs. He is bone of its bone, flesh
of its flesh. His very life, his hopes
and aims are interwoven into the very
mesh of the labor movement.
All his writings that he thinkstworth
preserving
are included in this book,
which also tells the story of his life and
work.
Two large editions
hsve been sold at $2.00 a copy.
But Debs does not wish to make money from
the
book: he wishes
to carry the. message
of socialism
to an ever growing
circle ti readers.
Ha has tberefore authorized
our co-operative
publishing
house
to bring out a new. neat, compact
library
edition,
illustrated.
and containing
over
500 pages.
at 8
dollar
a copy, postpaid,
with special
prices to eomrades who buy in quantities
and put their
energy
into finding
new readers.
We will send five copies
by express
prepaid
for $3.00 or twenty
copies
by
express
prepaid
for $10.00.
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tresearches in the Lines of Human
Progress : From Savagery
Through Barbarism to
Civilization
L

One American and only one is recugnized by the universities of Europe as
one of the world’s great scientists. That
American is Lewis H. Morgan,
the author
of this book. He was the pioneer writer
on the subject. His conclusions have been
fully sustained by later investigators.
This work
contains
a full and clear explanation
of many vitally
important
facts,
without
which
no
intelligent
discussion
of the “Woman
Question”
is possible.
It shows that the successive
marriaw
customs
that
have
arisen
have corresponded
to
certain
definite
industrial
conditions.
The author
shows that it is industrial
changes
that alter the
relations
of the sexes. and that these changes
are
still going on.
He shows the historical
reason for
the “double
standard
of morals”
for men
and
women,
over which
reformers
have wailed
in vain.
And he points
the way to a cleaner.
freer, happier
life for women in the future,
through
the triumph
of the working
class.
All this is shown
indirectly
through
historical
facts;
the reader
is left to draw
his awn conclu,?.ions.
Cloth,
586 large
pages.
gold stamping.
Until
lately
this book could not be bought
for less than
$4.00.
Our price
is $1.50, and we will
mail
the
book to YOU for 50~. provided
you send $1.00 at
the same
time for a year’s
subscription
to the
International
Socialist
Review.
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INTERNATIONAL

SOCIALISTREVIEW
is the FIGHTING
MAGAZINE
OF
THE WORKING
CLASS.
It is the only great ILLUSTRATEG
periodical that stands for the revoluticnary movement of the proletariat.
Month by month the great capitalists
are invading
new fields, subduing
the
forces of nature, and enrolling more men,
women and children in the ranks of the
workers.
Month by month the wage-workers
are
closing up their ranks and fighting here
and there
another,
in
one skirmish
England,
France,
Japan, in Butte and.
Philadelphia,
sometimes
winning,
sometimes losing, but always growing
into a
sense of solidarity
that will strengthen
them in the greater battles to come.
The REVIEW
keeps its readers in
touch with each stride of industrial 3evelopment and each new step toward a
more complete organization of the wageworkers of the worici.
Comrade J. Edward Morgan. of bc’ *

Francisco.
writes : “The Review
does
not preach or teach. It is a mirror held
before the eves of the worker,
who sees
himself
and the society
in which
he
moves.
His life and his environment
become intelligible
to him.
The Review
unveils, cog by cog, the ever-growing
industrial machine that enslaves him, must
soon starve him.
It is a terrible awakener.
“I have read from the Review to many
working
class audiences and have seen
them become keenly interested
as the
meaning of the growth
of the iron man
(machine)
flashed home.
“Men may not be persuaded to liberty.
But the Review will make them feel the
fire and smell the smoke and all hands
will vacate the burning house, regArdless
of ethics, customs or what not.
“The Re;iizw
stifles with the smoke of
industrial
activity.
The worker
sniffs it
on every page, interprets
his own shop
experiences
by the lesson pointed, and
SELF-INTEREST
pushes him into the
army of revolt.”
Monthly,
100 pages, illustrated;
1Oc a
copy; $1.00 a year; order from address
on first page of this booklet.
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